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Scope and Coverage

This Environmental Engineering Dictionary covers more than 10.000
entries. The clear, concise definitions of ecology, environment and
engineering terms are available here.

Kind of Information

Terms are available with definitions and explanation in this dictionary. See
and See also reference is found after the meaning of the terms with cross
referenced. The sources (other dictionaries) of definition are also mentioned
here.
Some examples are given below for clear understanding.
BACK PRESSURE
(EPA Terms of Environment Dictionary)
A pressure that can cause water to backflow into the water supply when a user's waste
water system is at a higher pressure than the public system.
Provided as a public service by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(Environmental Engineering Dictionary)
A pressure that can cause water to Backflow into the water supply when a user's waste
water system is at a higher pressure than the public system.
See also: PALUSTRINE WETLANDS , FACA , WA , HA , MAIN CHANNEL
POOL (California)
Facilities Plans
(Environmental Engineering Dictionary)
Plans and studies related to the construction of treatment works necessary to comply
with the Clean Water Act or RCRA. A facilities plan investigates needs and provides
information on the cost-effectiveness of alternatives, a recommended plan, an
environmental assessment of the recommendations, and descriptions of the treatment
works, costs, and a completion schedule.
See also: DARCY'S LAW , Facilities Plans , KARSTIC RIVER , , Facultative
bacteria

AAEE
(Environmental Engineering Dictionary)
American Academy of Environmental Engineers
See also: HAD , P2 , gage pressure , GAC , GAGE, or Gauge

Special Features
 Links to other resources like INforEEP Environmental Glossary,
NRDC Glossary of Environmental Terms, ESC Glossary, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, United Nations Environment

Programme, European Environment Agency, Greenpeace, World
Wildlife Fund, GreenNet etc.
 A user can send feedback, suggestions through e-mail option.
 Babylon translation facility available here.

Arrangement Pattern

Ecological terms are arranged in alphabetic order. For example under the
alphabet ‘D’ the terms like Dabble, Daily Flood Peak, Daily Temperature...,
Damage-Frequency..., Damages Prevented, Damp etc. are arranged
alphabetically.

Remarks

Basically ecology is the study of the relationships between living organisms
and their environments. The nature preservation issues are the burning topic
in present day context. Through this dictionary various information and
right use of words is stimulate the ecological awareness.

Comparable Tools

 Oxford Dictionary of Ecology
(http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/97801995676
69.001.0001/acref-9780199567669)
 A Glossary of Ecological Terms
(http://www.terrapsych.com/ecology.html)
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